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L # 4   DIVISION 

1. Fill in the blanks 

a. The number which is to be divided is called  _____________. 

b. The number by which we divide the dividend is called  the ____________ . 

c. The answer in division is called  the  _____________ . 

d. When the divisor and the dividend is the same, the quotient will be  _________.  

e. Division is also repeated  ________________ . 

f. Divisor x Quotient  +  ______________  =   Dividend. 

g. Division by  _________   is not possible. 

h. 5326  ÷ 10  gives Quotient =  _______  and Remainder =  _________. 

i.  25738  ÷ 100 gives Quotient = _________  and Remainder  =  ________ . 

j.  ____________  ÷ 1000 gives Quotient = 987 and Remainder = 432 . 

k.  420  ÷  _____   =  420 

l.  0 ÷ 635  =  ________ 

m.  285  ÷  ________  = 1 

2. Find the quotient and remainder 

a. 3294 ÷ 12                  b. 5586 ÷ 13                  c. 9173 ÷ 15               d. 8462 ÷ 14 

3. Divide and check your answer. 

a. 1266 ÷ 5                    b. 4502 ÷ 8                    c. 7689 ÷ 9                 d. 2735 ÷ 6 

4. Estimate the Quotient . ( Round off the dividend to the nearest 100 and the divisor 

to the nearest 10. ) 

a. 413 ÷ 18                    b. 545 ÷ 48                     c. 792 ÷ 24                  d. 613 ÷ 27 

5. Solve the following word problems . 

a. In a book store 3859 books are arranged  on 17 shelves. If each shelf has the same 

number of books, how many books are there on each shelf  ?           

b. A florist used 835 flowers to make 25 bouquets of same size . Find the number of 

flowers in each bouquet and how many flowers are left ? 

c. There are 24 boxes and 484 pencils are to packed equally in these boxes. 

Estimate the number of pencils in each box  rounded off to the nearest 10. 


